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9. Design Customized Quiz This example compares two data sets and then uses a machine learning model to create customized quizzes that use the data to identify areas of weakness. 10. Predict House Price and Rent This example classifies houses as being either vacant (renting for $1,000/month) or occupied (home owner). 11. Estimate a New Power Company’s Power Usage This example uses
supervised learning to classify land uses (residential, commercial, and industrial) as being either occupied or vacant. 12. Speller This example classifies words as to whether they belong to the English or French language. 13. Predict Cancer Severity This example uses supervised learning to classify whether a patient is likely to die of cancer. 14. Predict Stock Prices This example is from the UCI

Machine Learning Repository ( and focuses on predicting stock prices. 15. Predict Swing State Votes This example classifies senate election results as being for one of two political parties. 16. Predict Which Sports Team Won This example predicts the winner of a NCAA basketball tournament. 17. Predict the Next Best Bid Price This example is from the UCI Machine Learning Repository ( and uses
a decision tree model and ranking to predict the next best bid price of new items from eBay. 18. Predict Count of News Articles in Boca Raton This example uses several data sources to predict the number of news articles that will
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